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Ⅰ. Beginning

For awhile I’ve been interested in how and why people document 

their lives. The stories of other people always fascinated me as 

well despite not liking people very much. The interest had become 

very apparent ever since I’ve started recording my life more 

frequently in the form of video blogs (vlogs). Soon I wondered 

about other branches of study regarding recorded memory. I 

became curious about why we record moments, how we do it, and 

what role it plays in our lives. In addition, I wanted to conduct 

a project that provided a human aspect to my thesis outside of 

traditional research. That resulted in the portion of my thesis, 

From Me, To Me, which asked participants to write and reflect on 

a letter written to themselves 3–6 months earlier. My project was 

going to be about people and for people.

Post-it Notes of  QuestionsLetters for From Me, To Me

Books
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Ⅱ. Research 

It took a good amount of research and feedback to find out 

exactly what I wanted to focus on. My initial idea to create a 

project about "documenting life" was far too vague. Ideas such as 

private vs. public memory, the value of artifacts, and the reason 

for creating items to remember still continued to be of interest. I 

wanted to dive into neurology, philosophy, ethology, ethics, and 

business all at once. My sketchbook was filled with pages of notes 

that had nowhere to go. I had completely forgotten I was pursuing 

a BFA in graphic design after digging through an endless piles of 

books for a few months. Weeks passed and I decided to look into 

the history of common methods of documentation such as diary-

keeping, photography, and scrap-booking as a base. Simplicity 

was a key player in making this project sail smoothly.

Notes from Readings + Conversation with People

Thesis Brainstorming Session 
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Ⅲ. Video

My decision on the outcome of the project was a bold one. I 

wanted to make a video; an animation video made up entirely 

of illustrations (plus real life footage which was decided later 

on) created by me. It was an ambitious goal being an amateur 

animator, motion graphics designer, and illustrator. A phase of 

research and planning was ahead of me once again. 

The works that I wanted to model my video after belonged to 

Ted-Ed. It was important to analyze the format of those videos 

before writing my script. My intention wasn't to translate all my 

research into a video, but rather to create something that would 

encourage my audience to ask their own questions. Making a 

script, animating/creating illustrations, and doing audio test 

recordings of the written script continued until the first few 

months of 2018. The distribution and collection of letters for my 

other project was happening simultaneously.

Analysis of  Ted-Ed Video Script + Planning of  Script

Narration Script Storyboard Sketches
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My thesis in a 
nutshell is about...

Documenting 

Life!Ⅳ. Pecha Kucha

Pecha Kucha required 12 slides about my project, 20 seconds 

each (4 minutes in total) to be presented to a large audience. 

Creating the presentation for the event allowed me to understand 

my project more. However, my audience's feedback concluded 

that my topic was still vague despite my new understandings. 

The pile of books were still beside me and progress was slow and 

steady. Illustrations were made, but not maybe of them were 

moving (animated). Those that did required hours of works that 

translated to a few seconds of motion. It was an uphill battle.

MY GOALMY GOAL
Images Source: https://goo.gl/mTwEyw

Pecha Kucha Presentation Slides Books

INSPIRED
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Ⅴ. Review

The end of Thesis I meant that a review of all my work so far 

was inevitable. It was concluded that moving away from a long 

narrated animation video would be a smart choice. Retaining the 

attention of a viewer would become more difficult with a longer 

video even if it was done extremely well. The videos would later 

also include "real life" footage, not solely illustrations. 

A little over thirty letters were collected for my From Me, To Me 

project by this time. The need to return letters to those who had 

handed it during the earlier stages wasn't that far in future. It was 

necessary to figure out how I would go about doing the surveys 

and video interview (which was optional for the participants) that 

was a planned for the project.

 

Thesis I Final Review

Thesis I Final Review Feedback
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Ⅵ. Filming

Filming for my narrated video happened as I was making 

appointments to meet with participants who participated in the 

letter project, From Me, To Me. The plan was to ask participants 

to reflect on their 3–6 month old letter through a survey that 

included a series of questions. However plans quickly changed 

when almost all of the participants agreed to do the video 

interview. A video would become the sole entity of the project. 

Interviews were taken place in Osaka ( Japan), New Paltz, Albany, 

and New York City. A little of thirty people wrote a letter to 

themselves; twenty-five people participated in the video interview. 

From Me, To Me - Video Interview Files

Footage for Narrated Video
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Ⅶ. Compromise

At some point it felt as if I was juggling two projects at once. 

I knew my limits and learned to compromise. The narrated 

animation video was still in the works, but it had to change 

slightly. The final result was to be a website that included a series 

of videos, GIFs, and writings about my topic. Multiple shorter 

videos would be made instead of one long one. The script was to 

be shortened, split (into two videos) and revised to be presented as 

snippets of informations on the website. 

The returning of letters and interviews for From Me, To Me were 

going smoothly for the most part. Schedule conflicts and non-

responsive participants were inevitable in the process.

Website Low Fidelity Wire-frame

From Me, To Me - Letters Collected from Participants
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Website Screen-shots (illustrations are animated, visit Yuanychen.com/UnboundByTime)

Ⅷ. Ending

The website, narrated videos, animated GIFs, and video for 

From Me, To Me all came together in time. The editing of all 

recorded footage for both the website and letter project were 

constantly being revised to get the best result at the time. I tried 

to get feedback as often as possible to make sure my project was 

understandable to the general public at least. It was during the 

final weeks of the project that I focused a generous amount of 

energy in getting the small details right.   

Yuanychen.com/UnboundByTime

Yuanychen.com/FromMeToMe

From Me, To Me - Video (Yuanychen.com/FromMeToMe) Thumbnail 

http://Yuanychen.com/UnboundByTime
http://Yuanychen.com/UnboundByTime
http://Yuanychen.com/FromMeToMe
http://Yuanychen.com/FromMeToMe
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Ⅸ. Thesis Show

The Graphic Design Thesis Show took place on May 4th, 2018 

(4–7 PM) in the Fine Arts Building at the State University of New 

York (SUNY) at New Paltz. It celebrated the work of thirty- three 

seniors students pursuing their Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) in the 

Graphic Design program at SUNY New Paltz. We all had shed 

blood, sweat and tears for a year for this event. 

Thesis2018.newpaltz.design/about.html - Website was built and 

designed by Mika Busante with help from Casey Labatt-Simon.

Thesis Show Set-up

Stickers & Enamel Pins From Me, To Me - Shared Letters

http://Thesis2018.newpaltz.design/about.html
https://www.mikabusante.com/
http://www.caseyls.com/
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